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Focus
Editorial
The year 2013 was a key period for RADI to implement its “One-Three-Five” Planning in light of the
CAS “Innovation 2020” Program.
Focusing on improving the quality and contribution of its S&T results, over the year, RADI scored
prominent achievements in terms of major research outputs and national key infrastructure
development and operation. Of the 337 newly launched S&T projects in 2013, one won support from
the CAS Strategic Priority Program, five from the national “973” Program, 10 from the national “863”
Program, and 57 from the National Natural Science Foundation. Of the projects completed in 2013,
one received the 2nd prize of the National Award for S&T Progress, and eight received S&T prizes at
provincial and ministerial levels. As lead authors, RADI researchers published 517 papers, among
which 177 were SCI-cited. They also authored seven monographs and applied for 20 patent rights.

RADI Doing a Solid Job to Upgrade S&T Output
Basic Science
The year 2013 witnessed remarkable progress achieved

body, vegetation, bare soil and snow cover. Of them, 20

by RADI in theoretical studies of remote sensing with

were developed independently by RADI researchers, with

focus on Earth system science, global change frontiers and

enhanced mechanism simulation capacity for all-band active

national strategic needs.

and passive remote sensing in three scales—parameter,

(1) Mechanisms behind remote sensing
RADI took the lead in launching an international
program of open remote sensing model research and in

pixel and landscape. The models offer theoretical and
technological support to key parameter inversion of the
global system.

of mechanisms behind full-band remote sensing. With

(2) New payload for spacecraft
RADI scientists have been successful in developing

comprehensive modeling covering major bands, it is

China’s first engineering prototype of a GNSS-R sensor for

an important tool to upgrade China’s remote sensing

an airplane or a satellite. They have designed and carried out

capabilities and to lead the development of mechanism

scientific argumentation for new sensor payloads on China’s

modeling for remote sensing.

satellites such as the water cycle observation satellite and

establishing the world’s first open system for the simulation

The system consists of 50 models covering major
optical and microwave bands including atmosphere, water

spaceborne LiDAR.
The project strives to understand the features of
temporal and spatial distribution, key environmental
parameters, and the evolution mechanisms of water cycle
changes, as well as their response to global change. It is

An open system for the simulation of full-band remote sensing
mechanisms.

A map showing global water
cycle process.

A satellite for water cycle
observation.
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quantitative remote sensing products has been developed, capable
of turning out production modules for more than 40 products in
the four categories of vegetation structure and growth stature,
radiation budget, snow cover changes and water and heat fluxes,
and at the three scales of 1,000, 100, and 10 meters.
(4) Systematic studies were conducted on the remote
sensing of impact craters and the mechanisms behind
geological evolution processes, making breakthroughs in
uncovering the origins of olivine in the central peaks of
lunar impact craters. The findings, which were considered a
major discovery in planetary science and widely reported by
Observation-based satellite network technology for the
generation of global quantitative remote sensing products.

S&T media, offer possibilities to understand what the Moon
and Earth are originally composed of.
At the same time, by using various satellite data,

conducive to the development of Earth system science and

progress has also been made in a variety of research

studies of global change.

undertakings, ranging from land cover, predicting infectious

(3) Technology for Earth system parameter inversion
A production prototype system for global multi-scale

disease distribution, and regional air pollution, to crowd
status perception and 3D simulation in smart cities.

Global spatial information studies
Centering on the development of spatial geo-information

Generation Digital Earth”, a concept with international

science and the Digital Earth science platform, efforts have

influence. The platform is expected to become China’s most

been made to set up a networking and operational system

visited network in the field of Earth observation and the

of spatial information systems for global environment and

most comprehensive scientific data for global environment

resources, thus meeting the needs of the national strategies

and resources in the world.

of globalization and sustainable development.
(1) The establishment of the first Digital Earth science
platform
By addressing a series of key technological difficulties,

At present, the platform is equipped with CUP clusters
with 21 computing nodes, with its computing capacity
reaching 7.62 teraflops, and high-speed storage up to 6 TB.
It has developed a total of 22 time series remote sensing

the system has the capacity for spatial information
applications for environment and resources at global,
regional and national scales and enables rapid responses
to disaster regions. It is based around the idea of a “Next

3D Digital Earth science platform.
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A portal website for spatial information on global environment
and resources is launched to release and share relevant
information.

data products regarding land, ocean and atmosphere at

carry out remote sensing monitoring and evaluation for

global and regional scales. Based on the platform, several

such disasters as earthquakes and fire. In 2013, grain yield

comprehensive remote sensing application systems

estimation was implemented at the global, continental,

have been developed for land usage surveying, disaster

national and provincial scales. In addition, China’s first

monitoring and evaluation, and global overviews of crop

operational remote sensing system for inland water bodies

stage and condition.

was set up in environmental protection administrations at

(2) Demonstrations of spatial information on global

national and provincial levels, producing reports on remote

environment and resources in emergency monitoring of

sensing monitoring of water body eutrophication with a one-

major disasters, global grain yield estimation, pollution

key operation approach. The system also plays an important

monitoring of water bodies, and urbanization monitoring.

role in the application of remote sensing in monitoring and

A technological system for space-air-ground disaster

3D digital simulation of world heritage.

monitoring and emergency response has been set up to

Applied Technologies
(1) Establishment of a knowledge base for microwave

(4) Establishing eight databases covering China’s

properties of typical objects. Based on a three-tiered

resources and environment. Of them, China’s 1:100,000

architecture (B/S), the knowledge base constitutes a

long-term time series database for remote sensing

platform to integrate a variety of functions ranging from

monitoring of soil erosion has current data in five periods (the

microwave scattering models, measurement data, radar

late 1980s, 1995, 2000, 2005 and 2010) and dynamic data

images, interpretation signs, prior knowledge and application

in four periods (the late 1980s to 2000, 1995-2000, 2000-

demonstrations. Covering various land cover types and with

2005, and 2005-2010). The database for remote sensing

powerful data support and internet-based release and sharing,

monitoring of urban growth in 60 cities has been updated to

it has become China’s first web-based knowledge base for

2012. A 1:100,100 spatiotemporal database for China’s land

radar remote sensing, rendering support to the study of basic

utilization in many time periods has been completed, helping

theory in microwave remote sensing and its applications.

researchers gain a full understanding of the change features

(2) Several remote sensing image processing products

in land utilization over the past 20 years.

have been developed, including software for quick automatic

At present, the databases have been used in more than

image fusion, for testing of image processing and variation,

20 industries (agriculture, manufacturing, tertiary, etc.)

for image registration, and a prototype system for extraction

for a variety of purposes, covering flood prevention and

and classification of high-resolution object features.

disaster reduction, fire emergency evacuation in public

(3) New method for calibration transfer of sun-sky

places, forestry monitoring, agriculture monitoring (food

radiometer constants in a laboratory. Being different from

security), soil monitoring, urban expansion monitoring,

conventional methods, the new approach provides key

land utilization, archeology excavation, 3D simulation,

support for the development of ground-based observation of

geophysics, nuclear power monitoring, geological

aerosols in China, safeguarding the data quality of the sun

monitoring, lunar probe monitoring, and spatial information

photometer Aerosol Robotic Network.

consumption.

Major S&T infrastructure operation and development
The year 2013 saw the stable and sound operation of

12,198 tracks of data from 13 Chinese and foreign satellites

the China Remote Sensing Satellite Ground Station (RSGS)

with a successful reception rate of 99.4%. The operation

and remote sensing airplanes, two key S&T infrastructure

time of the two remote sensing airplanes in 2013 amounted

facilities housed by RADI, with the over-fulfillment of

to 607.5 hours, over-fulfilling the anticipated tasks by 135%.

various anticipated tasks. For instance, RSGS received

(1) RSGS received and processed data from three
5

LANDSAT-8
International
Satellites

Optical

THEOS
Radar

Domestic
Satellites

SPOT-5、SPOT-6

Optical

from Landsat 8 has been put into operation. The reception,
processing and distribution of data from SPOT-6 were
accomplished.
(3) The number of registered users and the amount of

RADARSAT-2

downloads have kept growing. Landsat 8 satellite data has

HJ-1A、HJ-1B

become the most important data source, showing continuous

SJ-9A、SJ-9B

application of Landsat data by Chinese users.

ZY-02C

(4) Significant achievements in disaster monitoring via

ZY-3
GF-1

LANDSAT-5

9318 scenes

2689 GB

LANDSAT-7

7856 scenes

4455 GB

IRS-P6

8822 scenes

4128 GB

ENVISAT-1

322 scenes

103 GB

rapid development of China’s satellites, the percentage of

ERS-2

7115 scenes

914 GB

data received from Chinese satellites is growing rapidly, as

LANDSAT-8

6983 scenes

11092 GB

Radar

HJ-1C

List of satellites received by RSGS.

additional Chinese or foreign satellites in 2013. With the

is the volume of data sharing.
(2) National key projects undertaken by RADI researchers
are going smoothly. For instance, the task of developing a
national data receiving station network from land observation
satellites has been completed, building up the capacity for
timely reception of satellite data covering the entire territory of
China and neighboring countries and regions.
RSGS’s attempt to receive data from China’s first
high-resolution satellite (Gaofen-1) was successful. A

Total number of sharable scenes:

40416

Total amount of sharable data:

23381 GB

Current registered users:

14884

Total visits:

435386

Total number of downloads:

228854

Total amount of downloaded data:

45407 GB

system developed by RADI to receive and process data
aerial remote sensing. Only 108 minutes after a 7.0 earthquake
hit Lushan on April 20, 2013, RADI sent its remote sensing
airplane to the disaster area. Flying four sorties in 26 air
routes covering an area of 5,000 square kilometers, the plane
acquired data with a resolution up to 0.6 m totaling 503 GB,
with the distributed volume totaling 5,747 GB.
(5) Environmental monitoring experiments via aerial
remote sensing technology. Thanks to the processing of data
from 2008 to 2013, a dataset for environmental monitoring
of Wenchuan via aerial remote sensing technology was
completed in 2013, five years after a massive earthquake hit
the region, offering dynamic data to different research teams
and drawing thematic maps for key areas.
Fruitful findings have been made in deepening the
understanding of environmental change and inversion
methods of remote sensing parameters through conducting
different aerial remote sensing experiments on coastal zones,
The first antenna to receive data from Gaofen-1 was installed
in Miyun Station on November 8, 2013.
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world heritage sites, and the South China Sea.
(6) Developing new technologies and methods for Earth

Aerial remote sensing monitoring in
the Bohai region.

Aerial remote sensing data acquisition and
processing in South China Sea.

SAR system and ground-air
synchronous experiments.

observation via the studies of airborne high-resolution SAR

polarization and multi-mode SAR sensors, great work has

systems and air-ground synchronous experiments. Through

been done in experimental platforms for new payloads for

flight calibration tests on high-resolution, multiband, multi-

remote sensing and high-resolution satellites.

News roundup

CAS Vice Presidents Visit RADI
CAS Vice President ZHANG Yaping and ZHAN Wenlong
visited RADI on October 14 and November 29 respectively.
ZHANG exchanged views with the participants at the
briefing held for him. He praised that since its establishment
RADI has greatly improved its core competitiveness, fostered
an excellent talent team, built up cutting-edge research
facilities, accumulated strong research capabilities and created
a good cultural atmosphere. ZHANG affirmed that RADI’s
“1-3-5” program, with clearly-defined objectives, has been
in smooth progress. He highly appraised RADI's efforts for

ZHANG Yaping visits RADI’s international S&T platform.

the smooth operation of major national infrastructures and
hoped that RADI seize new development opportunities, further

contributions to meeting the strategic needs of the country. He

enhance the competitiveness of the facilities and make greater

spoke highly of RADI’s progress in international cooperation,
especially its unique cooperation model and innovative idea of
cooperation, expressing his hope that the Institute, as a model
for CAS to implement its international development strategy,
should summarize and publicize its experiences, and promote
its international cooperation to a new level.
On November 29, CAS Vice President ZHAN Wenlong
paid an inspection tour to RADI.
ZHAN listened to a progress report on RADI and its
talents, discussed with representatives of RADI, and put
forward his suggestions on RADI team building, talent
cultivation and other issues.

ZHAN Wenlong visits RADI.

Referring to talents as the key to innovation, Zhan
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expressed his hope that, while implementing CAS “One-

and “distinguished” talents as defined by NSFC. He also

Three-Five” Strategic Planning, RADI would organize

stressed that in nurturing young talents, RADI should give

the application for the CAS talent programs such as “Ten-

full play to such platforms as the Centres of Excellence and

thousand Talents” program, “Thousand Talents” program and

the CAS Youth Innovation Promotion Association in order to

the “Hundred Talents” program; and strengthen introduction

lay a solid foundation for making more outstanding research

and cultivation of young talents, especially those “excellent”

achievements in the future.

2013 Talents Meeting Convenes
RADI Held its talents meeting on October 31,

without qualified personnel. He said that RADI should

2013. It was attended by more than 70 people, including

accelerate its human resource development through

administrators at institute and department levels and winners

integrating it with innovation-drive growth, making clear its

of various talent prizes.

objectives and employing appropriate measures.

RADI Director-General Prof. Guo Huadong was present

Prof. Guo also pointed out that although RADI has

at the meeting, saying there won’t be any achievements

pooled abundant S&T resources in the field in China, the
institute lags fairly behind the world advanced level in terms
of research outputs and top-notch professional development.
To accumulate strength for upgrading RADI competence,
therefore, it is important to learn from world-class institutions,
clarify our talent development objectives, and foster a sound
system, mechanism and environment for talent growth.
In striving for leapfrog and sustained development, he
stressed, RADI should give higher priority to bringing in
and cultivating top-level professionals, do a good work in
human resources planning, continuously optimizing personnel

2013 Talents Meeting convened.

structure, and improve the quality of RADI research team.

RADI Recognized as Base for International S&T
Cooperation by MOST
RADI was recently awarded the title of "Model Base
for International S&T Cooperation" in national Earth
Observation field by the Ministry of Science and Technology
of China (MOST).
Drawing on the infrastructures of RADI and its S&T
advantages in the field of remote sensing and Earth observation,
the Base will coordinate domestic and international S&T
resources, base itself on the RADI’s international S&T
cooperation platforms, innovate the international S&T
cooperation patterns, keep developing the channel and scale
of international S&T cooperation, strengthen global data and
information sharing, and promote the development in the field
of remote sensing and digital Earth.
8

Base for International Science & Technology Cooperation.

Constructing the "International S&T Cooperation Base"

local R&D institutes, enterprises and parks with higher

is an important measure of carrying out and implementing

international science and technology cooperation levels

the "Outline of National Medium and Long-term Science

to become bigger and stronger in order to thoroughly

and Technology Development Plans", is aiming at making

promote the scale and quality of international scientific

use of domestic and overseas science and technology

and technological cooperation and strengthen the country’s

and intelligence resources, supporting and encouraging

independent innovation capacity.

HIST Establishes First Regional Subcentre
The unveiling ceremony for Zhengzhou Branch (HISTZB) of the International Centre on Space Technologies for
Natural and Cultural Heritage (HIST) under the auspices of
UNESCO, was held at Institute of Geographical Sciences,
Henan Academy of Sciences on December 24.
HIST-ZB is the first subcentre of HIST. As a nonprofit research organization, HIST-ZB aims to utilize space
technologies to carry out survey, monitoring, evaluation,
management, protection of and research over the natural and
cultural heritages in Central China, covering Henan, Shanxi,
Shaanxi, Anhui, Hebei, Shandong and Jiangsu.

The unveiling ceremony of HIST-ZB.

S&T Research

Acceptance Meeting Held for the Project “Earth
Observation for Global Change Sensitive Variables:
Mechanisms and Methodologies”
The project of “Earth Observation for Global Change

be solved by the project, the project’s scientific objectives,

Sensitive Variables: Mechanisms and Methodologies”

setting of research subjects and relations among such

passed expert acceptance review in Beijing on October 10.

subjects, academic frame of the project, and the overall

As a project of the 973 Program(National Basic

implementation plan for the project, etc.

Research Program), it is jointly undertaken by the Institute

Prof. Xu Guanhua pointed out in his speech that

of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth of CAS, the Institute

while global change is drawing wide attention from the

of Tibetan Plateau Research of CAS, the Institute of

international community, China is increasingly enhancing

Atmospheric Physics of CAS, Shanghai Institute of

its support for the research in this field. He expressed his

Technical Physics of CAS, Wuhan University, Ocean

hope that the project team will stay more concentrated on

University of China and Beijing University of Aeronautics

the scientific issues of the project during the summary and

and Astronautics.

acceptance phase, and that greater achievements will be

The meeting was chaired by Prof. Guo Huadong,

made in innovation.

chief scientist for the project. He made a brief report on the

At the meeting, the acceptance review expert panel

project, which covered the key scientific issues expected to

composed of 16 experts appraised the project through
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innovative contributions to the State.
The project of “Earth Observation for Global Change
Sensitive Variables: Mechanisms and Methodologies”
was launched in 2009. As the nation’s first “973” project
for the study of global change, it is pioneering and
prospective in nature. Using multi-platform and multiband earth observation data, the project aims to conduct
multidisciplinary comprehensive research on the new
theories, technologies and methods for space exploration
of global change sensitive variables on land, in the sea

Group photo.

and in the atmosphere, establish the theoretical basis and
discussion. All the experts agreed that the project has scored
important achievements over the past 5 years, and hoped
that the team will extend their research scope based on the
project by standing at a higher starting point, and make more

methodology for remote sensing of the complexity factors
on land, in the sea and in the atmosphere for the science of
global change, and put forward a leading-edge technology
model for studying global change.

CropWatch Research Team Releases Global Crop
Production Assessment Bulletin
On November 20, the CropWatch research team from
RADI for the first time releases its global crop production
assessment to an international audience. The released report,
the "CropWatch bulletin", presents 2013 global production
estimates for wheat, maize, soybean, and wheat, along with an
analysis of environmental and production factors, for major
producing regions as well as individual countries.
With the release of the report in both English and
Chinese, China joins a small group of international actors
involved in global crop forecasting. The bulletin’s release
enhances international collaboration on food security and
provides vital and transparent information for global and

Biomass departure from long term average - South and
Southeast Asia.

national agricultural markets. Moreover, the bulletin’s analysis

CCD) satellites, combining it with innovative methodologies

uniquely takes advantage of the high-quality data from the

developed by the CropWatch research team.

Chinese meteorological (FY-2/3) and environmental (HJ-1

“All major food producers and consumers crucially
depend on timely and accurate information on production,” says
Prof. Bingfang Wu, promoter of the initiative and head of the
CropWatch team at RADI, where the CropWatch monitoring
system has been developed and operated over the last fifteen
years. “Other international and some national players also issue
similar analyses, but our contribution increases transparency and
reliability of global production estimates by making available an
additional independent source of information to the international
community.” Wu further adds that, unlike other global production

Crop condition map for China.
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estimates, the one issued by CropWatch highly relies on satellite

largely conditions the behavior of international markets,”
says Wu. He adds that CropWatch analyses confirm the poor
performance of the traditional first wheat exporter, the United
States, with a decrease of 5.9 percent in wheat output over last
years’. China itself produced 107 million tons of wheat this
year, down 0.2 percent from the last season. The national rice
production is almost exactly 100 million tons larger than the
Cropped and uncropped distribution map - North America.

wheat output, but the change from the last season is a slight
increase of 0.7 percent. As in several other parts of the world,

data and also is completely transparent, as full details on methods

adverse climatic conditions are directly responsible for the

and data sources, including foreign and Chinese satellites, are

modest performance of the current season, essentially a cold

provided in the 136 pages of the report and on its new Website,

wave in spring that affected winter wheat, and several tropical

http://www.cropwatch.com.cn/en.

storms during summer that depressed rice yields. The effect

The new CropWatch bulletin is part of the Global
Agricultural Monitoring (GeoGLAM) initiative set up by

on maize, however, was less marked, as production in China
increased 2.3 percent.

the G20 in 2011 to improve access to consensual global

Finally, soybean is the fourth crop covered in detail in the

information about the worldwide availability of major cereals

CropWatch analyses. Only three countries, the United States,

and soybean; it is also China’s first systematic contribution to

Brazil and Argentina, normally supply about 90 percent of the

the G20 Agricultural Market Information System (AMIS).

marketed amounts. Their accumulated production is up 1.6

Global averages for 2013 maize, rice and soybean
production; increase for global wheat production

percent over the previous season, while the Chinese production
underwent a decrease of 3.5 percent.

The team of scientists led by Wu estimates that the 2013

Prof. Wu further explains that the CropWatch assessments

crop production season is best described as globally average

are based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative

for rice, maize and soybean, while wheat did generally better.

indicators and models, some of them put to use for the first

The CropWatch estimate for the global production of main

time in a global assessment; global environmental conditions

crops is as follows: wheat, 705 million tons, up 4.1 percent over

have been assessed very accurately at different spatial scales.

2012 estimates; rice as paddy, 739 million tons, up 1.6 percent;

Wu also stresses that the scope of CropWatch goes beyond

maize, 944 million tons, up 0.3 percent; and soybean, 202

monitoring and that global food security is at the heart of the

million tons, an increase of 1.2 percent compared with 2012
“Next to overall production, CropWatch pays particular
attention to main producers and exporters, as their performance

VHI cluster for central Europe and western Russia.

Cropping intensity for South America.

Annual temperature for global crop production system zones.
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concerns of CropWatch, which is why all countries, not only

many poor countries depend on international commodity

major producers, have been included, in particular four out of

markets to feed their populations. Many of them cannot

the five most populated African countries.

afford an advanced monitoring system such as CropWatch.

“We are committed to issuing accurate and timely

We also intend to serve them.”

global food production estimates,” adds Wu, “and we intend

The bulletin, which has been regularly issued by the

to provide an independent assessment to serve the Chinese

Institute for the last fifteen years, will from now on appear

government and domestic users. But we do not forget that

quarterly in both English and Chinese.

Australian Government Thanks CAS for Bushfire Help
The Australian government has expressed gratitude to the
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) for its help in tracking
dangerous bushfires that threatened Sidney in October.

suburbs. Over the next few days, RADI issued four more similar
reports, which the Australian side called “extremely useful.”
In her letter, the ambassador said senior Australian

In a letter to CAS President BAI Chunli, Australian

government decision makers and emergency services personnel

Ambassador to China Frances Adamson expressed appreciation

commented on the quality and timeliness of RADI’s reports.

for the contribution of CAS’s Institute of Remote Sensing and

The ambassador also noted that Geoscience Australia,

Digital Earth (RADI), under the leadership of Director GUO

the country’s national geoscience research and geospatial

Huadong, in controlling the bushfires in the State of New South

information agency, praised RADI’s courtesy, professionalism

Wales.

and expertise.

The first bushfire erupted on Oct. 17. On Oct. 22, a day after

The ambassador went on to express the willingness of

receiving an Australian request for assistance, RADI used data

Australian agencies to strengthen cooperation with RADI in

from China’s Environment-1 and Tiangong-1 satellites as well

areas of mutual benefit, such as increased reception of satellite

as foreign data to generate a report showing the location, scope

data at Australian ground stations, emergency management, and

and movement of the bushfires edging towards Sidney’s western

calibration and validation of data.

RADI Supports Chang'e-3 Lunar Exploration
Chang'e-3 Lunar Probe achieved soft landing on the
lunar surface on December 14, 2013. The Rover Yutu (Jade
Rabbit) and the lander took photos of each other after they
were successfully separated on December 15, marking the
success of the Chang'e-3 mission. RADI contributed to this
probe mission by providing technological support in the fields
of remote sensing mapping and navigation and positioning.
RADI’s planetary remote sensing team at the State
Key Laboratory of Remote Sensing Science has conducted
research into planetary mapping and remote sensing for many
years. During the Chang’e 3 lunar rover exploration, the team
was appreciated by the China Academy of Space Technology
(CAST) for providing technological support with their
expertise in remote sensing mapping, navigation positioning.
Additionally, the team pinpointed the locations of
Chang’e 3 lander and rover on high-resolution lunar images.
The localization results and related techniques are valuable
12

Lander localization results on high resolution orbital images
and a descent image (red circle is the lander location).

for future lunar science research with comparative and

systems) directed to the China’s lunar rover exploration.

integrated data analysis of orbital (acquired by multiple

During Chang’e 3 lunar rover exploration, the

missions previously) and ground data (to be acquired by

team has developed a complete set of software for the

Chang’e 3 lander and rover).

lunar exploration based on the technologies including

RADI’s navigation and positioning research team at

Photogrammetry, Computer Vision, and GIS technologies,

the National Engineering Center for Geoinformatics has

etc. The system serves the Mission Support Center, as well

been studying the key technologies for the China’s Lunar

as the Chang’e 3 scientific exploration mission.

Exploration Program since 2003. The laboratory joined

Their research products, as the foundation of navigation

hands with CAST to resolve the navigation and positioning

and positioning technology, could be used in the China’s

problems for lunar rover exploration and to establish a robust

Lunar Exploration Program, as well as in future space

system (including navigation, positioning and mapping sub-

exploration mission like Mars exploration.

New Findings of Ancient Settlements along the Silk Road
By integrating remote sensing and conventional
technologies, researchers of the International Centre on
Space Technologies for Natural and Cultural Heritage
(HIST) have recently discovered five ancient city ruins on
an important section, from Guazhou (Anxi) to Shazhou
(Dunhuang), along the Silk Road. Currently investigation
into their scales and forms is underway.
It has been the most fruitful archeological study in a
single survey along the Hexi Corridor of Gansu Province.
Other findings included 13 housing ruins of two villages, one
section of an ancient canal, traces of an ancient road, and one
ancient kiln site. A preliminary study shows the city remains
belong to Han to Wei and Jin dynasties (202 BC – 581 AD).

New findings of ancient city ruins and surface remains.

increasingly important component of the technical and

The discoveries were made by "using a variety of data

methodological tool set available in archaeological research.

and information, ranging from remote sensing images,

The use of remote sensing technology offers the archeologist

historic records to archeological surveys, and by integrating

the opportunity to detect these impacts which are often invisible

space technologies and field works", says Prof. WANG

to the naked eye. And micro remote-sensing technique allows

Xinyuan, a HIST scientist from the CAS Institute of Remote

non-destructive archeological studies of historical site without

Sensing and Digital Earth (RADI).

any digging. Remote Sensing methods employed in the service

Remote sensing technology has an advantage for

of archaeological investigations include aerial photography

archeological prospecting in the Guazhou-Shazhou Section on

(sensors, scanners, and radars) and satellite images. The

the Silk Road where hardly any surface disturbance could be

technology has played an important role in the archeological

caused in a desolate Gobi desert, according to Prof. Wang.

surveys of Angkor Wat in Cambodia, pyramids in Egypt and

The discoveries were made on the basis of the

the Mausoleum of the First Qin Emperor in China.

prejudgment of potential sites mainly using medium-high

HIST, hosted by the CAS Institute of Remote Sensing and

resolution satellites data, historic records and GIS-based

Digital Earth (RADI), is a category-II centre under the auspices

analysis. “These are only laboratory work”, says Prof. Wang.

of UNESCO. It is the world’s first UNESCO institution for

Then scientists will make precise identification of their

world legacy research by using space technology. Being

locations with GPS and a team of scientists and archeologists

formally open on 24 July, 2011, it is the first UNESCO centre

will make a field work for investigation and verification.

applying space technologies to the monitoring and conservation

Remote sensing techniques in archaeology are an

of world natural and cultural heritage sites.
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Radar Experiments on Remote Sensing Aircraft Successful
RADI successfully conducted series remote sensing
aircraft experiments since May 2013. In the experiments
lasted for nearly 6 months, a total of over 50 flights have
been carried out to verify the performance and the design
index of its airborne remote sensing radar system.
The flight experiments were conducted to test the
indigenous-developed X-waveband high-resolution radar
system, the high-performance X-SAR system, the civil
multi-band radar system, and the performance of multipolarized radar, which is part of the “airborne remote sensing
system”, a CAS big science facility under construction.

Engineers prepared an experiment.

Research Getting Close to Understanding Beijing Haze
Severe haze pollution occurred in most of China's

Remote Sensing and Digital Earth (RADI), Chinese

eastern regions in January 2013. The coverage was more

Academy of Sciences, published their new research results

2

than 1,300,000 km .The population directly affected

on remotely sensing of atmospheric haze EGU’s top journal

was about 850 million, while the population affected by

Atmospheric chemistry and physics recently. Their study

serious pollution was about 250 million. However, due to

gave the new observation results of aerosol optical, physical,

the complexity of the atmospheric haze itself, the current

and chemical properties during winter heavy haze pollution

knowledge on haze formation, development and dissipation

in Beijing.

is still insufficient, that severely limits the scientific decision
making on haze pollution management and control.
Dr. LI Zhengqiang and his team in the Institute of

In this study, in view of the urgent requirements on
mechanism and applications of real time, high accuracy,
large coverage of haze remote sensing, they established the
parameterized scheme to identify heavy haze pollution from
remote sensing observations. Meanwhile, two winter heavy
haze pollution periods in Beijing that occurred in 2011
and 2012 were selected and investigated by using groundbased remote sensing measurements. They developed
models to derive aerosol optical, physical, and chemical
parameters under heavy haze conditions. All those provided
important references for haze monitoring and study. They
also developed an advanced ﬁve-component (black carbon,
brown carbon, mineral dust, ammonium sulfate-like
component and aerosol water content) model to retrieve
aerosol chemical composition fractions.
The study found that, Beijing winter haze dominated
by small particles, with peak diameter of about 0.4 micron.
A ﬁne-mode particle fraction of 93% in optics proved that
small particles dominate these polluted haze events, which

Monitoring heavy smog in Beijing on January 10, 12, 14 and
16, 2013 via CCD camera onboard China’s HJ-1 satellite. The
image clearly shows the process of its invasion from southern
part of the city, and its congregation and dissipation.
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are the main reason for visibility reduction. In addition,
the radiation absorption of aerosol particles is relatively
strong during heavy haze events, accounted for about 10%

of total aerosol’s light extinction. That is obviously stronger

This cooperation is established based on Chinese research

than the radiation absorption in unpolluted days and lead

conditions and aims at solving the serious air environmental

to significant climate cooling, and to further suppress the

problems in China. This study was joint supported by the

atmospheric convection and diffusion of air pollution.

National Natural Science Foundation of China (41222007)

Another feature of Beijing winter haze was the coexisting

and the National Basic Research Program of China (973

of dust and fly ash particles, with peak diameter of about 6

program) under grant 2010CB950800 (2010CB950801).

micron. Meanwhile, aerosol water content can reach up to

Focusing on the Beijing heavy haze pollution in January

about one-third in the total volume. This suggests that the air

2013, the team has published “haze remote sensing” special

humidity played an important role in heavy haze formation.

issue on the Journal of Remote Sensing (http://www.jors.cn)

The Chinese scientists of RADI led this study, while

recently. It provides a systematical introduction and report

scientists from the United States and France participated in.

on the advanced approaches for monitoring of haze aerosols.

How Xiuyan Impact Crater was Formed, Study Shows
Scientists from the Institute of Remote Sensing and

indicates that the crater

Digital Earth (RADI) have recently published a paper

belongs to simple crater type

that studied the cratering process and morphological

and the Circularity index (CI)

features of the Xiuyan impact crater by using crater impact

show evidence of erosion

morphological theory and mathematical modeling, combined

and degradation after its

with remote sensing imagery, digital elevation model (DEM)

formation.

, crater drilling and field work data.

Based on interpretations

The Xiuyan impact crater is a well-preserved bowl-

of Spot 5 image, scientists

shaped crater, located in the north of Liaodong Peninsula of

drew a distribution map

Northeast China. It is the first confirmed meteorite impact

of impact fractures inside

crater in China, listed in the Earth Impact Database in 2010.

X i u y a n c r a t e r, w h i c h

Using simple crater impact model, RADI scientists made
morphological analysis of the diameter of the transient crater

displays the distribution
pattern of radial fractures, and the evolution of radial

and the final crater. Based on the diameter of the final crater

fracture-controlled drainage inside the crater.

and the thickness of breccia, then, scientists estimated that

The study of Xiuyan crater is expected to shed light

the area Xiuyan crater was likely hit formed by a meteorite

on future research of the regional paleo-climate, paleo-

roughly 55 m in diameter for iron and 115 m for stony.

environment, and even digenesis and mineralization.

Scientist also utilized DEM data to study the topographic
features in the study area. The depth / diameter relationship

This study has been published on SCIENCE CHINA
Earth Sciences (in English), 2013, No.10.

RADI Scientists Pinpoint Source of Yalong River
Using the satellite remote sensing technology,

According to LIU Shaochuang, a leading scientist in

scientists from the Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital

the research project, the source of the Yalong River has

Earth (RADI), CAS, have recently pinpointed the source of

been finally determined to be located at the southern foot

the Yalong River and re-measured the length of the river.

of Bayan Har Mountains in Chindu County, Yushu Tibetan

The Yalong River is the longest branch of the Yangtze

Autonomous Prefecture, Qinghai province. The source has

River. Most of the existing literature believes that the

a sea-level elevation of 4870 meters, and the top stream is

Yalong River originates from the southern foot of Bayan

called Nongqiongqu. The full length of the Yalong River

Har Mountains in Qinghai province, and that its length is

is 1670 kilometers. In addition, the project team has re-

between 1500 kilometers and 1637 kilometers.

measured the drainage area of the Yalong River which is
15

86405 square kilometers.
To locate the headstreams of the river and measure its length, LIU's team used
remote sensing technology, combining with field verification at the source area.
The source determination of the river is based on the principle of "farthest source
orientation" which is generally accepted in the geographical circles.
LIU has worked to locate the sources of the world's largest rivers since the 1990s.
He has pinpointed the sources of 17 principal rivers and measured their lengths by
using satellite remote-sensing technology and conducting field investigations.
Source of Yalong River.

Link Connection Experiment for Satellite-Ground Data
Communication Successful
Researchers and technicians successfully conducted,
from December 15 to 19 at RADI Sanya Station, an
experiment on link connection for data communication
between ground and two future satellites of CAS for dark
matter particles detection and quantum science experiment.
An experiment on Link Connection for SatelliteGround Data Communication constitutes a key task before
satellite launching. Organized by RADI, this experiment
involved researchers from the CAS Shanghai Engineering
Center for Mini-Satellites and the CAS-based National
Space Science Center. The work processed smoothly and

The wired connection experiment is underway.

its results fulfilled the requirements, testifying the matching
of interfaces between transmitting/receiving frequencies,
spectrum, modulating/demodulating, coding and decoding.
Tests were also conducted on frame and source formats of
data transmission.
Supported by CAS Strategic Priority Research Program
for space science, the two satellites are to be launched in
2015. RADI Centers in Miyun, Kashi and Sanya will be
responsible for their data reception.
The wireless connection experiment.

National Engineering Laboratory for Satellite Remote
Sensing Applications Accepted On-site Review
On November 25, the acceptance inspection on the project
of National Engineering Laboratory for Satellite Remote
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and Resources and was headed by Prof. Xu Guanhua, CAS
Academician.

Sensing Applications was conducted at RADI. The acceptance

National Engineering Laboratory for Satellite Remote

inspection team made up of a number of experts from the

Sensing Applications is one of the 100 engineering laboratories

Ministry of Environmental Protection and the Ministry of Land

covered by the construction plan of National Development and

Reform Commission, as well as the only national engineering
laboratory in China’s remote sensing field, and RADI is the
undertaker of this project.
The expert panel listened to the report on laboratory
construction made by Prof. Gu Xingfa, and reviewed the
project-related data. The panel made positive comments on
the progress of the laboratory construction. TONG Qingxi,
CAS Academician, said that the laboratory has, with remote
sensing industrialization as its objective, built a full-fledged
system integrating data receiving, processing and application,
cultivated a large number of specialized technical personnel

Group photo of the participants.

and created a good supporting system. Prof. Xu pointed out

in the foundation for remote sensing science, leading edge of

that the problems concerning social resources and environment

remote sensing technology, and integration of remote sensing

are prominent nowadays and have higher and more pressing

applications, effectively integrate the available resources,

requirements for remote sensing technologies and applications,

and make greater contributions to the social and economic

and the laboratory should continue to give play to its advantages

development in China.

RSLAB Signs Strategic Cooperation Framework
Agreements
Recently, the State Key Laboratory of Remote Sensing

and application target, deepen and expand the remote sensing

Science (RSLAB) signed strategic cooperation framework

application service field of meteorological satellites of China,

agreements with China Key Open Laboratory of Remote

so as to provide China’s meteorological, marine, agricultural,

Sensing Satellite Radiation Survey and Calibration and the

forestry, water conservancy, aviation, navigation and

Key Laboratory of Microwave Remote Sensing Chinese

environmental protection authorities with effective data and

Academy of Sciences successively.

services.

On November 20, RSLAB signed a strategic cooperation

On November 22, RSLAB and the Key Laboratory of

framework agreement on satellite meteorological remote

Microwave Remote Sensing Chinese Academy of Sciences

sensing with China Key Open Laboratory of Remote Sensing

signed a strategic cooperation framework agreement

Satellite Radiation Survey and Calibration. According to the

on microwave remote sensing, aiming to cooperate on

agreement, the both sides will cooperate on quantification of

fundamental research and technology application in the field

meteorological satellite data as well as business transformation

of microwave remote sensing.

Research Paper on Wetland Change Rated as 2012
F5000 Excellent Paper
On September 27, the paper "Mapping wetland changes

Published in the Issue 16 of the Chinese Science

in China between 1978 and 2008" authored by NIU Zhenguo

Bulletin, the paper based on the image data of the American

and his colleagues from State Key Laboratory of Remote

Landsat and CBERS and mainly relying on manual visual

Sensing Science of RADI was rated as F5000 Excellent

interpretation, the paper completed 4 remote sensing mapping

Paper in 2012.

tasks for wetlands in China from 1978 to 2008 (the base years
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are 1978, 1990, 2000 and 2008 respectively), and conducted a

Academic Journals in China" ("F5000") was launched by

large amount of infield and outfield verifications. Based on the

Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of China in

previous researches, the paper made a preliminary analysis of

December, 2012 with the purpose of improving the overall

the current situation and changes of the wetlands over the past

academic level of academic journals in China, introducing

30 years as well as the change trend of wetlands in China,

excellent scientific research achievements to the world,

laying a foundation for analyzing the cause of change.

and enhancing the academic influence and international

"Top Runner 5000- Top Academic Papers of Excellent

competitiveness of China.

International Cooperation

Remote Sensing for Environment of Angkor Site Receives
Worldwide Interest
Upon the invitation of the Authority for the Protection of
the Site and Management of the Siem Reap-Angkor Region
(APSARA) , Prof. Guo Huadong, Director of the International
Centre on Space Technologies for Natural and Cultural
Heritage (HIST) and Director-general of the CAS Institute of
Remote Sensing and Digital Earth (RADI), led a five-member
delegation to the 22nd Technical Session and the 20th Plenary
Session meetings of the International Coordinating Committee
for the Safeguarding and Development of the Historic Site
of Angkor (ICC-Angkor), and the 3rd Intergovernmental
Conference held from December 3 to 5, 2013, in Siem
Reap, the Kingdom of Cambodia. The events brought about
more than 400 scholars, experts and representatives of

Prof. Guo Huadong speaks at the plenary session of ICCAngkor.

the governments of more than 20 countries, international
organizations and foundations.
December 4 witnessed the opening of the 20th Plenary
Session of ICC-Angkor, which was focused on the importance
of new technologies and methods in protecting the Historic
Site of Angkor and its sustainable development. Cambodian
Deputy Prime Minister Dr. Sok An was present and gave
welcome remarks. Prof. Guo delivered a plenary talk, reporting
the progress of the environment remote sensing project for the
Angkor Heritage Site conducted by a Chinese team.
Since the signing of the MoU between HIST and
APSARA in June 2013, the team has carried out a dynamic
monitoring of the Angkor region in terms of vegetation,
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Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen is present to give opening
remarks.

water resources, and land subsidence by using space

Angkor Site, the project initiated the monitoring of the time-

technologies. Efforts have also been made in developing a

space characteristics of environmental element changes of

data base and a 3-D virtual demonstration platform for the

the Site and its surrounding areas over the past 40 years,

Historic Site. To serve the sustainable development of the

the development of a space information database and an

interactive 3D visualized information management system for

the important role of new technologies and concepts in its

the Site by using a variety of multi-source remote sensing and

future protection. The 1st intergovernmental conference was

fundamental geographic data.

held in Tokyo in October 1993 and the 2nd conference took

Following the meeting’s theme on the future outlook in

place in Paris in November 2003.

safeguarding and development of the World Heritage Site,

A technique exhibit panel on the environmental remote

Prof. Guo’s report demonstrated the importance of space

sensing of Angkor was held during the meeting. Accompanied

technology for the protection of the Site, and the development

by APSARA officials, the HIST group also visited a villa

and objectives of the project in the future. The report was

specially offered by the Cambodian government for the project.

spoken positively by the audience, as well as officials and

The technical and plenary sessions of the Angkor-

representatives of the Cambodian government, APSARA,

meeting is held regularly by the UNESCO for the protection

Phnom Penh Office of UNESCO, and Chinese Embassy in

of the historical site. A total of 20 sessions have been held

Cambodia.

since 1992 when the site was inscribed in the UNESCO

An Angkor Statement was passed at the meeting. It

World Heritage List. A standing secretariat has been set up

confirms the remarkable achievements of the international

for the meetings. The reason for ICC-Angkor is to ensure the

community in the protection of Angkor Historic Site over

consistency of the different projects, defines, when necessary,

the past 20 years, stressing the importance of wide range

the standards, and calls the attention of the concerned parties

international partnerships in the efforts, presenting a

when required. Hosted by RADI, HIST is the first of its kind

request for the sustainable development and comprehensive

to apply space technologies for monitoring and preserving

management of living heritage of Angkor, and emphasizing

natural and cultural heritage under the auspices of UNESCO.

Professor Michael Goodchild Visits RADI
Prof. Michael Goodchild from the University of California,
also a member of the United States National Academy of
Sciences, paid a visit to RADI on October 30.
Prof. Guo Huadong, Director-General of RADI welcomed
this visit. LIU Jie, head of RADI's International Cooperation
Office, introduced RADI's research, research projects and
its progress in international cooperation. The two sides also
discussed on the issues like big data and high-resolution data.
In his report titled “High-resolution Satellite Remote
Sensing Imagery and Its Application”, Michael Goodchild
introduced the development of remote sensing technology and
its prospects, and pointed out that the remote sensing is core to
geography information system (GIS) in the era of big data.
Michael Goodchild has long relationship with RADI. As a

Prof. Guo Huadong presented the IEC Letter of Appointment to
Prof. Michael Goodchild.

member of RADI’s International Expert Committee (IEC), he
received his IEC Letter of Appointment during this visit.

Kyrgyz Guests Visit RADI
Prof. Salamat Alamanov, chief of hydrology and

The two sides held in-depth discussion on such scientific

climatology laboratory with the Institute of Geology under

issues like land use, soil erosion, glacier and lake changes

the National Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic,

in the arid and semi-arid Central Asian regions. The two

and Prof. Muktar Choguldurov, Vice President of Bishkek

sides agreed to enhance bilateral cooperation on applying

Humanities University, paid a visit to RADI on October 28.

remote sensing technology in the resource-environmental
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The two sides signed cooperation agreements.

Group photo.

field. They also explored the possibility of strengthening the

observation technologies. The two sides exchanged views

exchange of young scientists and carrying out substantive

on the preparation for the second International Symposium

cooperative projects. By taking advantage of spaceborne-

on Earth Observation for Arid and Semi-Arid Environments

airborne--ground Earth observation technology, both sides

(ISEO2014) scheduled to be held in the Issyk-Kul Lake,

can collaborate to conduct the ecological environment

Kyrgyzstan in September 2014.

monitoring in Central Asia.

During the talks held on December 5, the two sides

Headed by Professor K. M. Zhumaliev, head of the

had discussions on the establishment of a Sino-Kyrgyz

Institute of Physical & Technical Problems and Materials

Earth observation center in Kyrgyzstan and carrying out

Science (IPTPMS) and Academician of the National Academy

substantive international collaborative research in priority

of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic, a Kyrgyz delegation

areas. The two sides achieved a consensus on collaborative

visited the RADI Kashi Campus from December 2 to 5.

research and joint report regarding such issues as remote

Professor Zhumaliev expressed his hope that RADI

sensing and monitoring of typical water resources and

could provide Kyrgyzstan with more technical and data

glacier changes in the Tianshan area, remote sensing rock

support to assist his country in carrying out research in

and mineral mapping in the western Tianshan area, and

the fields of mapping, agriculture, forestry, mining and

signed related cooperation agreements.

ecosystem protection by adopting space-based Earth

First International Training Workshop on Space
Technology for Disaster Mitigation Opened by CASTWAS SDIM
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On the morning of November 12, the first international

Director of the Sanya Bureau of Technology, Industry and

training workshop on space technology for disaster

Information; Zhang Bing, Deputy Director-General of RADI;

mitigation opened at RADI Sanya Campus. Themed “Theory,

and Shuaib Lwasa, member of the Scientific Committee of

Methods and Applications of Space Technology for Disaster

the Integrated Research on Disaster Risk Programme(IRDR).

Mitigation”, the event was hosted by the CAS-TWAS Centre

TWAS Executive Director Romain Murenzi remotely

of Excellence on Space Technology for Disaster Mitigation

extended his video congratulations on the event.

(SDIM), with the International Centre on Space Technologies

The CAS-TWAS SDIM International Training Workshop

for Natural and Cultural Heritage (HIST) under the auspices

will promote and facilitate further pragmatic cooperation in

of UNESCO and RADI as co-hosts. Distinguished speakers at

science and technology between China and other developing

the opening ceremony included Cao Jinghua, Deputy Director

countries”, Cao Jinghua said. Director Cao Bing pointed out

of the CAS International Cooperation Bureau; Cao Bing,

that the workshop is one of the international cooperation

activities in the field of space technology for disaster
mitigation under the framework of China-ASEAN science
and technology cooperation. He expressed his hope that a
series of such workshops would be held in the future. TWAS
Executive Director Romain Murenzi fully affirmed the work
accomplished by CAS-TWAS SDIM since it was founded
in 2013 in its effort to help developing nations with disaster
mitigation, saying that the workshop would serve as an
important platform for scientists of developing countries to
share and exchange space technology for disaster mitigation.

Group photo of the workshop.

2013 is the 10th year of the China-ASEAN strategic

The two-week training course was attended by over 20

partnership, and disaster prevention and relief is listed as one

people from 17 developing countries including Indonesia,

of the priority areas for deepening cooperation between the

Cambodia, Thailand, Vietnam and other ASEAN nations.

two sides. With Sanya’s significant geographic advantage of

By providing systematic training in the theory, technology

being close to ASEAN countries, the workshop will serve as

and application of space technology for disaster mitigation,

a new bridge linking China and ASEAN in the field of space

the workshop is intended to cultivate practical talents in this

technology cooperation for disaster mitigation.

field so as to promote the application of such technology in
developing countries.

The training session began after the opening ceremony
ended.

Delegation of Research Data Alliance visits RADI
Mr. Peter Wittenburg and Mr. Leif Laaksonen from

and exchanges. Guo Huadong also invited, as President of

Steering Committee of Research Data Alliance (RDA) and

Committee on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA),

Mr. Herman Stehouwer from Secretariat of RDA visited the

the representatives of RDA to attend 2014 Scientific Data

Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth (RADI) of

Conference hosted by CODATA. Peter Wittenburg and

CAS on October 23.

Leif Laaksonen gave an introduction to the European Data

RADI Director-General GUO Huadong expressed

Infrastructure (EUDAT) project, Horizon 2020, and RDA.

his welcome to the RDA delegation, and hoped that this

The RDA delegation hoped that the Chinese scientists could

visit would strengthen both parties' understanding about

give their support to the development of RDA and further

each other and lay a foundation for future cooperation

strengthen exchanges and cooperation in the field of research
data. Both sides also had an in-depth discussion about the
issues like big data.
As a data-related international organization jointly
founded by three research funding organizations in Australia,
the European Commission and the USA in August, 2012,
RDA is devoted to speeding up global data-driven innovation
and discovery, facilitating sharing and exchange of research
data in the world, strengthening recycling and development
of data, and perfecting the global data standard. RDA carries
out international cooperation and research in each field of
study through its working groups and interest groups in
order to solve such hot data issues as data infrastructure

Delegation of Research Data Alliance visited RADI.

construction, policy, management and standardization.
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RADI Delegation Visits Thailand
A RADI delegation, headed by ZHAO Qianjun, Deputy
Director of RADI, paid a visit to Space Krenovation Park of
Geo-Informatics and Space Technology Development Agency
(GISTDA) and its headquarters, Royal Irrigation Department,
National Disaster Warning Center, National Wildlife And
Environmental Protection Department for exchanges based
on the implementation progress of the project of “Application
of China-Thailand satellite data in flood disaster management
over regions with frequent flood in Thailand” at the invitation
of Anond Snidvongs, Director of GISTDA from September
20 to 25. The delegation visited Space Krenovation Park of
GISTDA in Chonburi, and listened to the staff's description
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The Delegation visited the Royal Irrigation Department.

of the park construction and the data receiving and processing

warning” which are the major missions of the China-

system for international satellites and Thailand Earth

Thailand cooperation project. They heard the presentation

Observation Satellite (THEOS). The project team members

by the staff of Royal Irrigation Department about hydrologic

learned that the satellite ground receiving station built in

monitoring, etc., visited Real-time Weather Monitoring

Space Krenovation Park 35 years ago could not only receive

Room, Real-time Flood Monitoring Room and other rooms,

the data from the American LANDSAT series satellites,

viewed and learned from the hydrologic monitoring work

French SPOT series satellites and THEOS, but also receive

on the spot, watched the entire simulated process of disaster

the SAR satellite data of the X band, directly preprocess such

warning performed by Disaster Warning Center, including

data, generate the Level-2 data products and supply them to

data collection, disaster level identification and monitoring,

users. At present, GISTDA is constructing Space Technology

warning and notification, and learned about the methods

Museum in the park which will be opened to the public.

taken by the center in data collection, prediction, warning

The project team members had a discussion with the

and timely response against the major disasters in Thailand.

members of the Thai project team led by Surachai, Deputy

In addition, they visited National Wildlife and Environmental

Director of GISTDA. The Thai delegation mainly gave an

Protection Department of Thailand, and learned about how

introduction to GISTDA's applications in such fields as

the department uses the GIS technology combined with field

agriculture, disaster, natural resource monitoring and city

investigation and other methods in the soil conservation,

planning in Thailand, while the Chinese side gave a brief

flood prevention, disaster alleviation, forest conservation,

introduction to the progress of the China-Thailand project, as

etc. in the mountainous areas in Thailand.

well as Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth of CAS,

Both parties of the China-Thailand project have,

State Key Laboratory of Remote Sensing Science and Remote

through the 6-day visits and exchanges, deepened their

Sensing Laboratory for Environmental Health. After that, the

understanding about each other, and reached a consensus

two sides had further discussions about how to improve satellite

on further cooperation in the research. In 2014, the project

data sharing between the two sides through such cooperative

of “Application of China-Thailand satellite data in flood

research as remote sensing diagnosis of environmental health,

disaster management over regions with frequent flood

and about establishing joint research centers and proposing

in Thailand” will continue to expand the application of

that the outstanding young scholars in Thailand apply for the

the remote sensing data of both China and Thailand, and

scholarship offered by the Chinese government.

complete the research on such application in the management

During their stay in Thailand, the members of the

over the regions with frequent flood in Thailand under the

project team visited Royal Irrigation Department and

framework of the long-term cooperation as determined by

National Disaster Warning Center of Thailand respectively

“The Twentieth Session of China-Thailand Joint Committee

in response to “flood disaster prediction” and “flood disaster

on Science and Technology Cooperation”.

CNCRS Delegation Attends the 34th Asian Conference on
Remote Sensing
Around the theme of “Bridging Sustainable Asia”,
the 34th Asian Conference on Remote Sensing took place
in Bali, Indonesia, during October 20-24, 2013. A total
of 1,379 registered representatives from 52 countries and
regions attended this conference, a record high. This event
was jointly organized by the Asian Association on Remote
Sensing, the Indonesian Association on Remote Sensing and
the Indonesia National Institute of Aeronautics and Space.
As an important initiator of the conference and a key
member of the Asian Association on Remote Sensing, the
Chinese National Committee for Remote Sensing (CNCRS)

The CHEN Shupeng Prize presentation ceremony.

dispatched to the conference a delegation consisting of
47 people from 10 organizations including the Institute
of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth (RADI), Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS). During the five-day event,
the delegation conducted academic exchanges in the form
of academic reports, interviews, and a technical exhibition.
At the opening ceremony, the CHEN Shupeng Prize was
presented to Dr. Bruce Forster, a professor at the University
of New South Wales and former Editor-in-Chief of the Asian
Journal of Geographic Information. He had been chosen as
the prize winner by the Asian Association on Remote Sensing

Prof. Gu Xingfa delivers a speech on China's satellite program.

and the Chinese National Committee for Remote Sensing

seminars were staged. In addition, organizers of the

through recommendation and appraisal. This prize, funded

conference received 811 papers, 366 papers were discussed

by the Chinese National Committee for Remote Sensing,

at the oral exchange session, and 297 papers were posted.

was established at the 32nd Asian Conference on Remote

Prof. Gu Xingfa, Deputy Director of RADI, gave a speech

Sensing for the purpose of rewarding experts who have made

entitled “China’s Earth Observation Satellite Systems” at

outstanding contributions to Asia’s remote sensing cause.

the Satellite Program session. ZHAO Hengqian and SUN

During the conference, 12 specially invited

Xuejian, two doctoral students from RADI, respectively

representatives delivered speeches, and 72 technology

received the Best Oral Report Award and the Best Paper
Presentation Award for Students.
Chinese organizations showcased advanced products
and technology at a joint booth during the technical
exhibition. Attendees included RADI, the Satellite
Surveying and Mapping Application Center of the National
Administration of Surveying, Mapping and Geoinformation,
and Beijing Twenty-First Century Aerospace Technology
Co., Ltd. Their large remote sensing images captured by
ZY-3 and SJ-9 satellites attracted much attention from the
attendees.

The opening ceremony of the 34 th Asian Conference on
Remote Sensing.

The Asian Association on Remote Sensing holds an
Asian conference on remote sensing annually. From 1980 to
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the present, a total of 34 conferences have been staged. As

whole world conduct academic exchanges in remote sensing

one of the world’s major conferences on remote sensing, the

and related fields. The 35th Asian Conference on Remote

Asian Conference on Remote Sensing serves as an important

Sensing will take place in Naypyidaw, Myanmar, during

platform on which Asian countries and regions or even the

October 27-31, 2014.

Laser Radar Conference Held in Beijing
The Second Laser Radar Conference was held in

prospect of laser radar and its vital role in the national

Beijing on October 25- 27. More than 150 experts, scholars

economy development based on his important application of

and entrepreneurs from about 80 units at home and abroad

laser radar in the mapping for ancient buildings, such as the

attended the conference .

Imperial Palace.

Prof. Zhu Guang, President of Beijing University

During this conference, more than 90 academic

of Civil Engineering and Architecture, affirmed the role

reports were made centering on development of the

and potential applications of the laser radar technologies

laser radar system, theories of and methods for laser

in such fields as digital urban construction, surveying &

radar, digital city, surveying & mapping, atmospheric

mapping, cultural heritage recording and conservation.

application, resource environment application, etc., and

WANG Yanmin, chairman of the organizing committee of

the latest achievements in the research and engineering

the conference and professor of Beijing University of Civil

applications of the laser radar techniques in recent years

Engineering and Architecture, predicted the development

were demonstrated.

The opening ceremony of the Second Laser Radar Conference.

Seminar on Imaging Spectrometer for Earth Observation
Held in Nanjing
The Second National Seminar on Imaging Spectrometer
for Earth Observation was held in Nanjing from November
20 to 22. More than 200 experts and scholars from about 60
research agencies at home and abroad attended the seminar.
The keynote report of the conference centered on the
current development and prospect of the hyperspectral
remote sensing information technologies, satellite
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hyperspectral remote sensing technologies, machine learning

The venue of the Second National Seminar on Imaging
Spectrometer for Earth Observation.

and information mining, multidisciplinary applications of

resources and environment. Other topics included the

hyperspectral remote sensing, etc. Parallel sessions were

classification of hyperspectral images, data dimension

also set up for reports and discussions on applying the

reduction and target detection, imaging mechanism and data

hyperspectral remote sensing in the fields of agriculture,

model, etc.

PEEX Beijing Workshop Held at RADI
Co-hosted by RADI and the China Science Center of the
International Eurasian Academy of Sciences, this year’s PanEurasian Experiment (PEEX) Beijing Workshop was held at
RADI from November 20 to 21.
The first session of the workshop took place on November
20 at RADI campus in Beijing Advanced Technology Facility,
CAS. The session was presided over by Academician Valery
G. BONDUR from the Research Institute for Aerospace
Monitoring, Russia; Professor Markku Tapio KULMALA from
the University of Helsinki, Finland; and CAS Academician
GUO Huadong from RADI. More than 10 experts from
Finland, Russia and China attended the session, including

Group photo of the PEEX Beijing workshop.

Academician LI Chongyin from CAS, and Academicians

to the implementation of the PEEX program in China, reported

LIAO Ke and PENG Gongbing from the International Eurasian

the major contributions made by Chinese scientists to the

Academy of Sciences. The background, research fields, main

development of the program, and enhanced academic cooperation

participating institutions and organizational framework of

and exchange between scientists of different countries in research

PEEX were introduced and the future development of PEEX

on global change. The conference decided to establish the PEEX

was discussed at the meeting.

Beijing Office which would be based at RADI.

The second session was held on the following day at RADI

Initiated by multiple research institutions of Europe,

campus in Olympic Village S&T Park and was attended by 20-

Russia and China, PEEX is a multidisciplinary international

plus Chinese and foreign experts from related fields. Twelve

cooperation programme covering the fields of climate change,

experts delivered academic reports on climate change, ecological

air quality, environmental change, etc., with a focus on the Pan-

systems, satellite remote sensing, integrated observation systems,

Eurasian region. The program aims to address the challenges

and other topics. They reaffirmed the necessity of PEEX and

of global climate change and economic globalization by

reviewed the existing research data and achievements. The

deepening the understanding of such issues as climate change,

reports not only covered a wide range of subjects but also

air quality deterioration, loss of biodiversity, chemical pollution,

reflected the latest progress in the research of global change.

acidification, food shortage, energy production, and clean fresh

At the two-day workshop the experts had extensive

water. It pays special attention to the increasingly important

discussions and reached a consensus on the implementation

function of boreal forests in the northern hemisphere and the

plan and study area of PEEX. They agreed that experts of all

Arctic region within the context of global climate change. The

countries should strengthen cooperation in the study on future

first and second PEEX conferences were convened in Helsinki,

Earth, air quality, water resources, carbon and nitrogen budgets,

Finland, and Moscow, Russia, in October 2012 and February

and related areas to make greater contributions to research on

2013, respectively. The next workshop will be held in St.

global climate change. The conference gave a strong impetus

Petersburg, Russia, in March 2014.

IRDR CHINA 2013 Annual Academic Conference and
International Workshop on Disaster Risk and Mitigation
held in Sanya
The IRDR CHINA 2013 Annual Academic Conference

were held at the Sanya Campus of RADI from November

and International Workshop on Disaster Risk and Mitigation

14 to November 15, 2013. The two seminars were jointly
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Group photo of the IRDR 2013 Annual Academic Conference.
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sponsored by IRDR CHINA, the International Liaison

The International Workshop on Disaster Risk and

Department of the China Association for Science and

Mitigation kicked off on the morning of November 15.

Technology, and RADI.

The primary objectives of the seminar were to build an

The IRDR CHINA 2013 Annual Academic Conference

international cooperation and exchange platform in the

kicked off on the morning of November 14, and more than

disaster research field, and to discuss progress in the

one hundred experts and scholars in the field of disaster

comprehensive research of disaster risks. More than 160

science from different institutions across the country

domestic and foreign experts and scholars from the Scientific

attended the seminar. Prof. Feng Qiang, Deputy Secretary

Committee of IRDR, IRDR CHINA, the International

of IRDR CHINA, chaired the opening ceremony. Prof. Guo

Training Workshop of the CAS-TWAS Centre of Excellence

Huadong, Director of the Institute of Remote Sensing and

on Space Technology for Disaster Mitigation, and other

Digital Earth, Vice-chairman of IRDR CHINA, and Director

experts in disaster-related fields attended the seminar.

of the Committee of Experts, attended the opening ceremony

In his speech, GUO Huadong pointed out that one of the

and delivered a speech. Taking Typhoon “Haiyan” as an

priority research areas of RADI is to establish a spaceborne-

example, GUO pointed out the importance and urgency

airborne-ground integrated data acquisition system to serve

of disaster research. He said that the damages caused by

important national demands for disaster mitigation and

natural disasters to human society are shocking, and that

prevention. Affiliated with the Institute of Remote Sensing

China should strengthen multidisciplinary cooperation and

and Digital Earth, the IRDR CHINA Secretariat will provide

exchanges among domestic and foreign disaster science, and

the necessary conditions to ensure that IRDR CHINA makes

improve its comprehensive research quality in disaster risks

contributions to the scientific disaster mitigation efforts in

and scientific disaster alleviation.

China and the world.

Afterwards, more than 20 experts and scholars gave

WANG Ping pointed out that disasters frequently occur

their academic reports. These reports covered research on

in Sanya, with typhoons being a key natural disaster. The

different types of disasters, such as drought, flood, typhoon,

Sanya municipal government has taken a series of disaster

earthquake, extremely high temperature, rain, and snow.

prevention and mitigation measures, and will strengthen

They also touched on new space observation technologies

cooperation with experts in these fields in the future so as to

for disasters, integration and sharing of disaster data,

carry out their work in disaster prevention and mitigation in

evaluation and use of historical experiences with disasters

a more scientific and feasible way.

in representative regions, and integrated management and

Howard Moore pointed out in his speech that IRDR

decision-making on disaster risks. The reports also analyzed

CHINA keeps making progress in IRDR's plan and in its

typical disasters and environmental problems in recent

core missions, and has gained strong support from the China

years, such as integrated forecasting of earthquake disaster

Association for Science and Technology, Chinese Academy

risks, cause and impact of the extremely high temperature in

of Sciences, and Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital

China this summer, spatial distribution of haze, and regional

Earth. IRDR CHINA has gathered the experience and

impact differences of typhoon storm tides.

wisdom of many scientists in the field of disaster mitigation

Group photo of the International Workshop on Disaster Risk and Mitigation.

in China, and hopes to strengthen cooperation with other

efforts of natural science and social science in coping with

national commissions and IRDR Centers of Excellence in

disaster risks should be strengthened, that the development

the future.

and integration of disaster risk research in the future should

At the two-day seminar, more than 200 representatives

be led through a top-down design, and that the role of IRDR

held discussions and exchanges on scientific issues

CHINA in integration and sharing of disaster research

concerning the comprehensive research of disaster risks and

data and in construction of the big data platform should be

relevant fields. Thirty-six domestic and foreign scholars

brought into full play. The seminar also put forward scientific

gave academic reports, which not only had a wide coverage,

proposals on improving government administration and

but also deeply reflected leading-edge progress in disaster

decision-making during disaster prevention and mitigation.

research. Meanwhile, the seminar organized three parallel

The seminar pushed forward the implementation of a

sub-seminars on typical cases of disaster risks, data analysis

scientific program of comprehensive research on disaster

for disaster loss evaluation, risk analysis, and response.

risks in China, reflected the latest research progress in the

The experts present at the seminar believed through

field of disaster risk research, and strengthened cooperation

discussion that human activity is an important factor leading

and exchanges among domestic and foreign experts in

to disaster risks, that comprehensive studies on the joint

relevant fields.

International Workshop on Diagnosis of Environmental
Health by Remote Sensing Held in Shenzhen
The Third International Workshop on Diagnosis of

on Spatial Information Technology and Infectious

Environmental Health by Remote Sensing was held on

Diseases Forecasts and Warnings”, “Global Environmental

September 28-30, in Shenzhen, China. About 100 domestic

Changes and Infectious Diseases”, “Remote Sensing and

and international experts and scholars participated in the

Environmental Health” and “Environmental Health and

workshop and made special reports on environmental health

Ecological System”, all focusing on the theme of “Diagnosis

research, remote sensing technology and its application on

of Environmental Health by Remote Sensing”.

environmental health diagnosis.

The 2011 workshop put forward new thinking for

This workshop was sponsored by the Centre for

Chinese environmental health science research. In 2012, the

Applications of Spatial Information Technologies in Public

workshop established Professional Preparatory Committee

Health. Prof. Cao Wuchun and Prof. Cao Chunxiang, both

and published The Diagnosis of Environmental Health by

executive directors of the centre chaired the workshop. The

Remote Sensing monograph series. In 2013, the workshop

workshop had four special topics which were “Research

demonstrated the application results in the Diagnosis of
27

Environmental Health by Remote Sensing and the formation
of a young cross-discipline research team.
In 2014, the workshop will keep focusing on discipline
construction, talent training and platform construction
to realize its goals. On discipline construction, we will
further study in theoretical system of disciplines based on
the publication of The Diagnosis of Environmental Health
by Remote Sensing monograph series in order to promote
application level of the research based on national major
programs. On talents training, we will build a world-class
professional team through joint talent training. On platform
Prof. Zhao Zhongming, Deputy Director of RADI delivers CAS
Visiting Professor Certificate to Prof. Haruo Sawada.

construction, we developed software called “Remote Sensing
Clinic for the Earth” to provide support for important
international organizations like GEO.

The 67th – 75th Sessions of Forum on Earth Observation and
Digital Earth
A total of 13 prestigious experts were
invited to give talks at 10 sessions of
Forum on Earth Observation and Digital
Earth held from October to December,
2013.
At the 66 th Session, Prof. ZHAO

Session
66

67

Date
Oct.18

Oct.24

Shidong delivered a report entitled
“Long-term Ecosystem Observation and
Research: Origin, Current Development

ecosystem observation and research

Dr. Sarah Parcak & Dr. Greg Mumford, archeologists from
University of Alabama at Birmingham

Oct.29

69

Nov.6

LEE Zhongping, a professor and expert in ocean optics
and ocean color remote sensing from the University of
Massachusetts Boston

70

Nov.8

Carol X.Song, an expert in high-performance and network
computing from Purdue University

71

Nov.22

Prof. Duk-jin Kim from and Seoul National University and
Prof. Wooil M. Moon from the University of Manitoba

72

Dec.3

Prof.Paul F. Uhlir, Director of the Board on Research Data
and Information from the US National Academy of Sciences

73

Dec.10

DU Peijun, professor and experts in RS image processing
and pattern recognition from Nanjing University

74

Dec.11

LIU Jiangui, expert of remote sensing from the Canadian
Ministry of Agriculture

75

Dec.20

YU Qiang, professor and expert in ecosystem model
research from University of Technology, Sydney

networks in the US, the UK and China
as examples, he expounded long-term

MAO Zhihua, a research professor and expert in
ocean color remote sensing from the 2nd Institute of
Oceanography, State Oceanic Administration

68

a n d N e w D i r e c t i o n s ” . Ta k i n g t h e
development of ecosystem research

Profile of Speakers
ZHAO Shidong, a research professor and ecologist from
the CAS Institute of Geological Science and Natural
Resources Research

Prof. Natarajan Ishwaran, a researcher supported by China’s
High-level Overseas Talents Recruitment Program

in the world, and the past, present and
future development in field observation
networks that are advancing along with
the advancement of academic disciplines.
At the 67 th Session, Prof. MAO
Zhihua gave a talk entitled “Progress
of Ocean Color Remote Sensing”. He
showed the advancement of ocean
color remote sensing from three
aspects: atmospheric correction, water
color inversion and remote sensing
application. Another report on ocean
color remote sensing was given by Prof.
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LEE Zhongping at the 69 th Session of Forum on Earth

of the Arguments For and Against Data Sharing in Earth

Observation and Digital Earth. He showed an ocean color

Observations. He showed the concept and key elements

remote sensing model based on radiative transfer mechanism

of open data and opportunities it will bring about. Then

from the aspect of the water body elements influencing

he made an analysis on the types of earth observation data

water body color in optical remote sensing.

sharing and application, stressing the social change brought

Three experts in archeology and world heritage sites

about by digital network and technological revolution, and

were invited to give talks at the 68th Session. Dr. Sarah

the necessity and importance of open access of government-

Parcak explained his discovery of heritage sites by using

funded scientific data and information.

satellite images. Dr. Greg Mumford showed the validation

Prof. DU Peijun was invited to give a talk on Ensemble

of various detected heritage sites. In his report on the

Learning-based Change Detection of Multi-temporal Remote

role of space technology in the monitoring, protection

Sensing Imagery at the 73rd Session of the Forum.

and management of UNESCO world heritage sites,

At the 74 th Session, Dr. LIU Jiangui spoke about

Prof. Natarajan Ishwaran introduced the protection and

the remote sensing estimation and application of crop’s

management of world heritage sites, Man and the Biosphere

biophysical parameters. He introduced a whole set of research

Conserves, and world Geoparks.

process for remote sensing of crops and its technology and

th

At the 70 Session, Prof. Carol Song delivered a

achievements from four aspects: crop parameters, long-term

report on Geospatial Data Infrastructure Building Blocks

monitoring, precise agriculture application and development

for Online Modeling, Analysis and Visualization. She

prospect for data integration technology.

introduced a key research project of her team supported by

Prof. YU Qiang spoke about the spatial analysis of

the US National Science Foundation. Its main ideas are to

the process from crop growth modeling to the spatial

strengthen the support to Geo-computing model-oriented

analysis of a farm production system at the 75th Session. He

cloud computation with Data Hub in Purdue University.

showed the integration of crop growth models, agricultural

At the 71 st Session, Prof. Duk-jin Kim gave a talk
entitled Remote Sensing of Groundwater Discharge

meteorological models and remote sensing data, and its
application in agricultural production.

and Oyster Reefs in Coastal Area Using Airborne and
Spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar. In addition,
Prof. Wooil M. Moon delivered a lecture entitled IEEE
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society (GRSS) as Global
Stage with Global Opportunities for Young Professionals.
He briefed the audience on the formation of IEEE, the
worldwide distribution of its members and their rights and
duties. He also showed the development of IEEE in China
and its newly established IEEE Student Branch.
At the 72nd Session, Prof. Paul F. Uhlir, Director of
the Board on Research Data and Information from the US
National Academy of Sciences, gave a talk under the title

Prof. Mao Zhihua gives a talk.

People

RADI Researcher Receives Support from National Science
Foundation for Distinguished Young Scholars
It was announced on November 15, 2013 that Prof.

the National Science Foundation for Distinguished Young

ZHANG Bing won 2-million-yuan financial support from

Scholars. This is the first time that RADI researchers
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received such a grant.
Prof. Zhang, Deputy Director of RADI and Director
of the CAS Key Laboratory for Digital Earth, is Chief
Scientist of RADI Spatial Information System of Global
Environment and Resource. He has been in charge of more
than 20 research projects supported by “973” program,
“863” program and the National Natural Science Foundation
of China, with innovative achievements in hyperspectral
remote sensing imaging mechanism, information processing
and frontier application. He has also coordinated more than
20 comprehensive aerial remote sensing experiments in
cooperation with both Chinese and foreign partners. Prof.
Zhang is a winner of six national and ministerial S&T prizes,
and an author of more than 200 papers (including SCI-cited

who are less than 45 years of age and have made outstanding

papers), four monographs. He has applied for four patent

achievements in basic research to select their own research

rights. In addition, he holds many academic posts both at

directions to conduct creative research, so as to speed up the

home and abroad.

growth of young scientific talents, encourage overseas talents

Established in 1994, the National Science Foundation
for Distinguished Young Scholars supports young scholars

and foster a group of prominent academic pacemakers in the
forefront of world science and technology.

SHI Jiancheng Elected into IEEE Fellow
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) recently announced its List of Fellows of 2014. Prof.
Shi Jiancheng from RADI was included in the list because of
his contribution in the field of active and passive microwave
remote sensing.
As one of the biggest and most influential technical
associations in the world, IEEE is dedicated to research
and development in electrics, electronics, computer
engineering and IT-related fields, with more than 400,000
members from 160-plus countries. Being the highest-level
members of the Institute, IEEE fellows are regarded as the
most accomplished and most authoritative experts in their
respective fields.
Prof. Shi is a distinguished expert of the national
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International Geoscience and Remote Sensing.

“Thousand Talent Program” as well as Director of the State

As an internationally renowned expert, SHI has long

Key Laboratory of Remote Sensing Science. As associate

been engaged in basic theoretical research on remote

editor of the IEEE journal Transactions on Geoscience

sensing and water circulation, and has made outstanding

and Remote Sensing (TGRS), he has repeatedly served as

achievements in such aspects as active and passive

session chair of international symposiums on remote sensing

microwave radiation transfer mechanism modeling, soil

such as IGARSS, PIERS, SPIE, etc. He is also an evaluation

moisture inversion, epicontinental hydrological model

expert of multiple authoritative publications including the

development, remote sensing data assimilation, etc.

ZHANG Wenyi Selected into CAS Key Technologist
Program
Chinese Academy of Sciences released the result of the
2013 of “Key Technologist” on November 7, and ZHANG
Wenyi, a senior engineer of RADI was included in the
program.
ZHANG Wenyi has long been engaged in the
construction and operation of China’s the remote sensing
satellite ground station. As a key technologist, he has
undertaken and completed a number of important research
projects and construction missions within CAS and in China,
and is capable of organizing, implementing, assessing
and designing the projects related to business planning,
command and control system, and data preprocessing for
satellite remote sensing.
He has ever undertaken the research, development
and integration of the “Ground Preprocessing System for
Earth Observation Data of Mini-satellites”, a key project
of the Ministry of Science and Technology. This is the
first pre-processing system for remote sensing data of land
observing satellites based on parallel computation with
complete proprietary intellectual property rights in China.
He has also undertaken the design of the framework and
process of the network operation and management system
of the construction project for the national data receiving
network for land observing satellites. In response to
the data receiving requests of passive remote sensing

satellites, and by focusing on the planning and scheduling
of the data receiving mission of remote sensing satellites,
he achieved receiving, recording, transmission task
scheduling and automatic operation the data of remote
sensing satellites through networking of three stations,
realized the efficient and reasonable use of large-scale
scientific facilities, and greatly increased the resource
utilization rate of data receiving for remote sensing
satellites.
The “CAS Key Technologist” Program aims to
standardize cultivation and introduction of senior technical
talents of CAS, improve the overall team, and thereby meet
the needs of the CAS for leapfrog development.
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